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		Start building your very own mobile apps with this comprehensive introduction to Swift and object-oriented programming

	
		Key Features

		
			A complete beginner's guide to Swift programming language
	
			Understand core Swift programming concepts and techniques for creating popular iOS apps
	
			Start your journey toward building mobile app development with this practical guide


	
		Book Description

	
		Swift Language is now more powerful than ever; it has introduced new ways to solve old problems and has gone on to become one of the fastest growing popular languages. It is now a de-facto choice for iOS developers and it powers most of the newly released and popular apps. This practical guide will help you to begin your journey with Swift programming through learning how to build iOS apps.

	
		You will learn all about basic variables, if clauses, functions, loops, and other core concepts; then structures, classes, and inheritance will be discussed. Next, you'll dive into developing a weather app that consumes data from the internet and presents information to the user. The final project is more complex, involving creating an Instagram like app that integrates different external libraries. The app also uses CocoaPods as its package dependency manager, to give you a cutting-edge tool to add to your skillset. By the end of the book, you will have learned how to model real-world apps in Swift.

	
		What you will learn

		
			Become a pro at iOS development by creating simple-to-complex iOS mobile applications
	
			Master Playgrounds, a unique and intuitive approach to teaching Xcode
	
			Tackle the basics, including variables, if clauses, functions, loops and structures, classes, and inheritance
	
			Model real-world objects in Swift and have an in-depth understanding of the data structures used, along with OOP concepts and protocols
	
			Use CocoaPods, an open source Swift package manager to ease your everyday developer requirements
	
			Develop a wide range of apps, from a simple weather app to an Instagram-like social app
	
			Get ahead in the industry by learning how to use third-party libraries efficiently in your apps


	
		Who This Book Is For

	
		This book is for beginners who are new to Swift or may have some preliminary knowledge of Objective-C. If you are interested in learning and mastering Swift in Apple's ecosystem, namely mobile development, then this book is for you.
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Rehab Clinical Pocket Guide: Rehabilitation MedicineSpringer, 2013

	Designed in a concise, easy-to-read style for a wide variety of medical occupations, the Rehab Clinical Pocket Guide is the ideal, handy reference for rehabilitation professionals and other health providers.  Divided into four sections that cover inpatient care, clinical strategies, outpatient care, and additional...
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Molecular Typing in Bacterial Infections (Infectious Disease)Humana Press, 2012

	Molecular Typing in Bacterial Infections covers common bacterial pathogenic agents, with the most effective methods for their identification and classification in the light of their specific epidemiology. The book will be a valuable resource for molecular typing of infectious diseases agents encountered in both the research and...
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Block Trace Analysis and Storage System Optimization: A Practical Approach with MATLAB/Python ToolsApress, 2018

	Understand the fundamental factors of data storage system performance and master an essential analytical skill using block trace via applications such as MATLAB and Python tools. You will increase your productivity and learn the best techniques for doing specific tasks (such as analyzing the IO pattern in a quantitative way, identifying the...
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Asterisk 1.4  the Professionals GuidePackt Publishing, 2009
Asterisk is the leading Open Source Telephony application and PBX software solution. It represents an effective, easy-to-administer, and accessible platform for running enterprise telephony requirements. The real world, however, offers numerous hurdles when running Asterisk in the commercial environment including call routing, resilience, or...
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Innovating Analytics: How the Next Generation of Net Promoter Can Increase Sales and Drive Business ResultsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	How does a CEO, manager, or entrepreneur begin to sort out what defines and drives a good customer experience and how it can be measured and made actionable? If you know how well the customer experience is satisfying your customers and you know how to increase their satisfaction, you can then increase sales, return visits, recommendations,...
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Reinforcement Learning with TensorFlow: A beginner's guide to designing self-learning systems with TensorFlow and OpenAI GymPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the power of reinforcement learning techniques to develop self-learning systems using TensorFlow

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore reinforcement learning concepts and their implementation using TensorFlow
	
			Discover different problem-solving methods for reinforcement...
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